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Abstract

Avian eggs are the largest source of major nutrients which consists of various types of proteins, fats, vitamins, growth factors and minerals that are required for the developing embryo and also significant number of defence factors for protecting against many viral and bacterial infections. It also consists of various biological substances in it that forms the basic unit of life. Chicken egg yolk contains antibodies called Immunoglobulin Y (IgY) which is the major antibody present in birds, lungfish, amphibia and lungfish, playing a similar role like mammalian antibody IgG. IgY antibodies are transferred from serum to egg yolk which was first demonstrated by Klemperer in 1893 [1]. This review mainly focuses on the applications of antigen-specific chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) in human therapeutics to protect against various bacterial and viral infections and to maintain a good care for healthy respiratory, oral and digestive system which highlights the value of human health importance and disease prevention and treatment effectively.

Introduction

Chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) are the functional equivalent to IgG found in mammalian serum, placenta and colostrum. In avians, the IgY antibodies are selectively transferred by certain specific receptors from the hens serum to the egg yolk [2]. One chicken egg yolk contains the actual amount of IgY equivalent to that as 30ml of blood/serum [3]. Due to this high quantity of consistent chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) and their high epitope specificity and affinity has led to the broad use of IgY antibodies in scientific and medicine therapeutic fields. It is also found that IgY antibodies lack cross reactivity with human rheumatoid factors and they do not activate mammalian complement system, which is a major advantage for antigen-specific treatments of bacterial, fungal, viral and protozoan infections and diseases in human beings [4]. The production and amount of IgY produced from Chicken egg yolk can be affected by certain different factors, such as the breed, age, antigen used, adjuvants selected for immunization, site of immunization, maintenance, climatic conditions, chronobiological impacts and so on. It is found that the concentrations of chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) ranges from 2.8-7mg/ml to upto 10mg/ml from non-specific and specific groups of chickens that are non-immunized and immunized [3]. There are numerous studies have been conducted with antigen-specific IgY antibodies for topical and oral applications in human against various diseases [5]. Over the last 20 years, Chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) have received a major importance as an safe and economical source of antigen-specific antibodies.

Chicken Antibodies (IgY)

Immunoglobulin’s are classified into three different types namely IgA, IgM and IgY in Chickens that are the analogues to mammalian antibody classes. Interns of chicken antibodies, often IgG and IgY are interchanged because they are functionally equivalent to each other and also the antibodies in hens serum is IgG and once when it is maternally transferred from hens serum to egg yolk it is called as IgY which is an egg yolk antibody in high concentrations [6]. IgY antibodies exhibits distinct structural and functional characteristics which differentiates IgY from IgG, mammalian antibody. IgY is classified as a primitive antibody or may be a precursor to mammalian antibody and is found to have different molecular weights than other mammalian antibodies respectively. Although IgY and IgG are structurally similar, their heavy chains holds some modifications with heavier and varies antigenically that makes it to be different from IgG heavy chains. IgY antibodies molecular weight is found to be 180kDa whereas, IgG vries from 180 – 150kDa. Chicken egg yolk antibodies does not bind to Fc receptors on cell surfaces having different immunological responses whereas, IgG binds to Fc receptors of specific mammalian cells [3].

Why Choosing IgY?

Egg laying Chickens like White Leghorns, as a bioreactor for large scale antibody production and becomes a cost effective source. Huge amount of acquiring antibodies and maintaining the
Chickens becomes more easier and efficient than maintaining large number of mammals for antibody production. Chicken eggs are considered to be a daily source of large amount of nutrients and immunoglobulin's that can be efficiently collected and processed in a humane way which also proves to be very practical and inexpensive source of specific and non-specific immunoglobulin’s in larger quantities effectively. Chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) have wider applications in diseases prevention, control and treatments where they are systematically used to treat victims of Snake venom, CPV, Rabies, Respiratory syncytial virus infections and so on [7]. It is also reported used in many other applications such as passive protection against Avian Influenza and Rotavirus infections, potential use in preventing and treating upper respiratory tract infections and gastrointestinal infections which lead to a breakthrough in passive therapy approach with Chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY). Other studies showed the efficacy of IgY antibodies against various infections caused by Coronavirus [8], Escherichia coli [9], Salmonella [10], Canine Parvo-virus [11], Helicobacter pylori [12] in gastrointestinal tracts and Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections in cystic fibrosis patents [13], therapeutic effects in preventing dental caries [14] and also in preventing acne as an topical application. Additionally IgY antibodies have also shown its potential to be as an useful tool in cancer research and its applications.

It has a distinguished wide range of applications for several substances found in eggs, mainly in case of food, pharmaceutical and biotech industrial applications to control antibiotic resistant microbes and also to prevent them from emerging into new strains. To have a better understanding about the importance of IgY research, Chicken egg yolk antibody (IgY) has all the properties of anti-infective, especially against various infections caused by bacteria, viruses and antibiotic resistant fungi. Since, IgY being an alternative to antibiotics it can be effectively used in human and animal treatment of diseases which may play a vital role in preventing the serious global threat, the emergence of new multidrug resistant bacteria. The IgY technology is an easy, effective, safer, environmental friendly, non-hazardous, large source and economical alternative to more pharmaceutical industries and food industries. Summary of these studies proves that the potential use of IgY antibodies in therapeutics and neutraceutical applications are wider and huge into many promising substantial benefits to be commercialized by industries and in clinical applications in both humans and animals effectively.

IgY Antibodies for Therapeutic use in Healthcare Sectors for Humans

IgY research studies has shown that the antigen-specific IgY antibodies raised against specific pathogens are effective in treating viral, bacterial and fungal diseases both in in vitro and in vivo analysis which could be immediately applicable in a straight way to humans and it does not have any toxic or harmful side effects.

IgY in Digestive Care

**Rotavirus Infection:** Abundant research studies with IgY antibodies therapeutic applications in humans with specific prophylaxis and therapy has been conducted globally. It has been shown that the specific antibodies against Salmonella antigens were able to inhibit their adhesion to epithelial cell linings [15]. Sarkar demonstrated the action of Hyperimmune bovine colostrum (HBC) and Human rotavirus infection in children were controlled by the use of IgY in passive therapy [16]. A randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial has been conducted with specific chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) as an adjunct to protective therapy for rotavirus-associated diarrhea in infected children and observed for the significant reduction of diarrhea and the safe, effective use of specific IgY for managing acute diarrhea in the pediatric patients [16,17].

**Helicobacter pylori Infection:** Studies with anti-Helicobacter pylori IgY antibodies has proven significant therapeutic protection in both humans [18,19] as well as in animals [20]. Specific IgY antibodies raised against particular protein of this pathogen were found to be more effective as an prophylactic agent than as an whole cell lysate and also studies shows that there were some immunodominant protein are present in Helicobacter pylori [21]. Horie et al. [12] study results showed that there is a suppressive effect of infection in 42 human volunteers with H pylori positive after regular consumption of the functional yoghurt drink fortified with anti-urease IgY antibodies [12] and also by obtaining a significant reduction in their urea breath test effectively [19].

**IgY in Oral Care**

**Streptococcus mutans:** Dental caries is a major problem in humans and maintaining a good oral health plays a vital role in human life. Anti-Streptococcus mutans IgY was used as an effective local protection against dental plaque and dental caries and found to achieve good results as a passive protection approach to prevent and control caries [22,23]. Zhou et al. [24] tested anti-S.mutans IgY spray in adult volunteers to identify its protective effect and found that there was a significant decrease in S.mutans colonies after three weeks of IgY application [24]. Active immunization against Streptococcus mutans glucan binding protein B (GBP-B) was found to induce good protection against dental caries in experimental conditions [25]. Carlander et al. [4] studied the residual activity and the results suggest that the anti-Smutans IgY antibodies may bind to the pathogen and prevent it from adhering to the oral cavity [4].

**IgY in Respiratory Care**

**Pseudomonas aeruginosa:** Carlander et al. [3] investigated the advantages of IgY antibodies as a prophylactic tool against Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection in Cystic fibrosis patients which is most commonly found in USA and Caucasian populations in Europe [3]. In another study 38 human volunteer patients with cystic fibrosis were made to gargle with anti-P aeruginosa IgY- antibody solution for two minutes and found that prolonged use resulted in no adverse effects and none of the IgY treated patients were chronically donized with P.aeruginosa respectively [13].

**Conclusion**

Chicken egg yolk antibodies (IgY) are globular proteins found in hens eggs and it is easier and possible to produce antibodies in
large scale against vast array of pathogens and epitopes to develop antigen specific antibodies against any number of bacterial, viral and other biological agents. Numerous human and animal studies have been reported with antigen-specific IgY antibodies that are extracted from egg yolks and its significant potential for further use in immunodiagnostics and identification of disease markers, immunotherapeutics and treatment of antigen-specific infections is expected. However, more studies are needed to investigate early findings and study the benefits of IgY antibodies role in immune system of healthy individuals. Inspite of finding lot more benefits of IgY technology, still its universal application in both research and medicine is expected to play an increasing role in immunotherapeutics in near future.
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